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DEMAND D5c

The Definitive Technology Demand D5c high-performance 
center channel speaker delivers full-range, room-filling sound 
and precise imaging in a modern, elegant styling. Ideal for 
complementing Demand Series tower speakers in a home 
cinema configuration.

SERIES FEATURES 
 
2-Way Configuration 
With dual 5.25” BDSS™ driver configuration and a 1” 
aluminum dome tweeter, dialogue from movies and music 
are perfectly reproduced. Voice matched to complement the 
Demand Series towers and bookshelf speakers and create an 
ideal home theater ensemble. 
 
1” Aluminum Dome Tweeter with 20/20 Wave Alignment Lens™ 
Coupled with the 20/20 Wave Alignment Lens™, Definitive 
Technology 1” aluminum dome tweeters deliver a clear, 
precise high frequency response. The 20/20 Wave Alignment 
Lens smooths high frequencies off the tweeter for improved 
dispersion and a rich and balanced listening experience 
anywhere in your room. 
 
BDSS™ (Balanced Double Surround System) Midrange 
Patented Double Surround mid-range provides greater linear 
excursion and output that results in superior mid-range detail 
and punchier bass compared to drivers of similar size.

Extruded Aluminum Front Baffle 
Clean, beautiful modern industrial design with an extruded 
aluminum front baffle bead-blasted finish that provides 
a timeless look and feel that fits any décor. Lightweight, 
durable and recyclable, aluminum is truly the metal of a 
modern lifestyle.

Acoustically Transparent Magnetic Grille
The included acoustically transparent magnetic speaker 
grilles provide natural, uncolored sound when placed on the 
speaker, and removes easily when you want to enjoy looking 
at them fully uncovered.

Designed in California 
Our Design Studio is located in California, where technology 
and innovation meet entertainment. It goes beyond the idea 
of a centralized location — it’s a cultural mindset that’s the 
Definitive Technology wellspring for creativity and inspiration.

SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions 
(L x W x H)

11.24 x 19.00 x 6.58 in 
285.5 x 482.6 x 167.1mm

Product Weight 24 lbs / 10.9 kg

Tweeter 1” / 25mm 

Midrange 5.25” / 130mm

-3dB LF (Hz) 42 Hz

-3dB HF (Hz) 22 kHz

2.83V/1m Sensitivity (dBSPL) 87 dB

Nominal Impedance 4 ohms

Tweeter/Midrange 
XO Point (Hz)

2.9 kHz

Midrange/Woofer 
XO Point (Hz)

280 Hz

Minimum Power 40 watts

Maximum Power 300 watts


